Jack-In-The-Box

**Impact:** Facilitates group members’ learning each other’s names through a funny and physical activity.

**Risk:** Low (Not best suited as an introductory name game. Make sure all participants have learned each other’s names prior to playing.)

**Group Size:** 10 or more

**Time Required:** 5 minutes

**Directions:**
- Ask the group to form a circle and sit down.
- One person starts by standing up and saying their name. Then they introduce the first four people to their left, starting with the farthest person. As each name is said, that person stands up and sits down quickly. There is a jack-in-the-box effect with people standing up and sitting down one after the other.
- Then the turn of introducer moves to the person to the right of the first introducer, and they now similarly introduces themselves and four people to their left.
- By the time each participant has been an introducer, the names will be quite familiar.

**Want More?**
For more name games, please see our book Growing Together at thefoodproject.org/books.

Want to learn more about how we create youth leadership development models in the context of farming, our social justice curriculum, and our food access initiatives? Attend one of our Institutes! More info at thefoodproject.org/institute.
A jack-in-the-box is a children's toy that outwardly consists of a box with a crank. When the crank is turned, a music box mechanism in the toy plays a melody. After the crank has been turned a sufficient number of times (such as at the end of the melody), the lid pops open and a figure, usually a clown or jester, pops out of the box. Some jacks-in-the-box open at random times when cranked, making the startle even more effective. Many of those that use "Pop Goes the Weasel" open at the point in the Hang in there Jack was a month-long ad campaign featuring Jack Box being hit by a bus and his subsequent recovery. The campaign was comprised of TV commercials, social media posts, and online-exclusive videos. Read more Browse[edit | edit source]. Jack in the Box. Characters. Food and drink. Check out the community portal to see what the community of Jack in the Box Wiki is working on and stuff like that. Or head on over to the forums and coordinate with the community on editing, projects, and more of stuff like that. Retrieved from "https://jackinthebox.fandom.com/wiki/Jack_in_the_Box_Wiki?oldid=7034". jack in the box, jak, jang, jerking iron, jigger, jiggling bore, jing-jang (ND¼, jang), joint, jones, joy knob, joy-stick, key, kidney-scraper, knock, knocker, ladies' delight, ladies' lollipop, lamp of life, lance, langolee, leather-stretcher, little Davy, little brother (ND¼, little sister), little finger, live rabbit, live sausage (ND¼, sausage), living flute, lollipop, lullabyÂ Jack In The Box â€” Pour les articles homonymes, voir Jack et Box. Cette page dâ€™homonymie rÃ©pertorie les diffé rents sujets et articles partageant un mÃ¨me nom. Jack in the box est le nom en anglais d un jouet appelÃ© en franÃ§ais diable en boÃ®te. Le terme peut faire rÃ©fÃ©rence aussi bien en FranÃ§ais que dans l'anglais. Jack in the box â€” Pour les articles homonymes, voir Jack et Box. Cette page dâ€™homonymie rÃ©pertorie les différents sujets et articles partageant un mÃ¨me nom.